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  1. What are a bow and arrows used as?

A weapon

An instrument for astronomers

A toy

2. What are a bow and arrows used for?

Archery

Biathlon

Darts

3. What is the name of the person that uses a bow and an arrow?

A butcher

A brewer

A bowman

4. What is the name of the person that makes bows?

A lawyer

A bowyer

A sawyer

5. When were the bow and arrows used for the first time?

Iron Age

19th century
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Prehistory

6. What did ancient tribes use the bow and arrow for?

Decoration

Hunting

Sacrificing

7. What are bows and arrows usually made of today?

Stone

Fiberglass

Raw wood

8. Who makes arrows?

A stoneman

A fletcher

A miller

9. Which one of these is an existing type of bow?

Space bow

Recurved bow

Grey bow
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Bow and arrow Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What are a bow and arrows used as?
  A weapon
  2. What are a bow and arrows used for?
  Archery
  3. What is the name of the person that uses a bow and an arrow?
  A bowman
  4. What is the name of the person that makes bows?
  A bowyer
  5. When were the bow and arrows used for the first time?
  Prehistory
  6. What did ancient tribes use the bow and arrow for?
  Hunting
  7. What are bows and arrows usually made of today?
  Fiberglass
  8. Who makes arrows?
  A fletcher
  9. Which one of these is an existing type of bow?
  Recurved bow
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